PUBLICATIONS


COMMENTARY

Ronald Colombo joined a group of corporate law professors (organized by Lyman Johnson of Washington and Lee University School of Law) in providing comments to HHS on its rule-making to implement the Supreme Court’s Hobby Lobby decision. The comment letter was highlighted at the blog ProfessorBainbridge.com on October 27.

J. Herbie DiFonzo published the essay, Child Custody and Popular Culture, on the newly launched website, Virginia Child Custody Project in September. He also published a short article, Child Custody — Parental Rights vs The Child’s Best Interest,” for The Conversation website on November 12.

Eric Freedman published a letter to the editor of The Wall Street Journal titled, Guantanamo and the Constitutional Issues, on October 21.

Katrina Kuh posted Agnostic Adaptation on the Environmental Law Prof Blog as part of the work of the Environmental Law Collaborative on November 21.

James Sample appeared on Montana Public Radio’s Home Ground Radio to discuss the influence of judicial-election donations on courtroom decisions and the Supreme Court case Caperton v. Massey on September 30. Professor Sample also appeared on ABC News’ Nightline in an investigative report about “intimate bonds in the legal and business community [that] have repeatedly created thorny ethical entanglements” in West Virginia on December 2. The report was also highlighted on the ABC News website and incorporated quotes from Professor Sample’s appearance on December 2.

Andrew Schepard published the essay, Best Interests of the Child, on the newly launched website, Virginia Child Custody Project in September.

Norman Silber was a featured expert in a recent study that was conducted by WalletHub, a consumer finance information and social networking site, which examined the Metro Areas with
the Best and Worst Budgeters on October 24.

**Barbara Stark** was a featured expert in a recent study that was conducted by WalletHub, a consumer finance information and social networking site, which examined the Best and Worst States for Women’s Equality on October 17.

**PRESENTATIONS**

**Alafair Burke** presented Consent Searches and Fourth Amendment Reasonableness at a faculty workshop at Brooklyn Law School on November 13. Professor Burke also presented The Effects of Cognitive Heuristics on Prosecutorial Discretion at the Discovery Bootcamp for New Prosecutors, a training conference for all new assistant U.S. attorneys that was sponsored by the Department of Justice’s National Advocacy Center and held at the National Advocacy Center in Columbia, S.C. on December 4.

**Herbie DiFonzo** delivered the Distinguished Faculty Lecture, Dilemmas of Shared Parenting in the 21st Century: How Law and Culture Shape Child Custody, on October 22.

**Janet Dolgin**, the Gitenstein Institute for Health Law and Policy, and Hofstra University’s Bioethics Center sponsored the A Spoonful of Sugar, Ethics, and Practice: Will It Help the Medicine Go Down? Conference on October 24. Members of the Gitenstein Institute also moderated a Webinar on the legalization of medicinal marijuana that was co-sponsored with the New York Law Journal.

**Susan Fortney** delivered the keynote address, Proactive, Compliance-based Regulation and the Impact on Complaints and Discipline and Access to Justice, at the annual conference of the Canadian Federation of Disciplinary Administrators’ Conference in Montreal on October 23. Professor Fortney also spoke at Hofstra Law’s Conference on Compliance and the Culture of Integrity, discussing risk management and the connection between ethics, compliance and risk in law firms on October 29. During the Fall 2014 Semester, Professor Fortney also organized and moderated three workshops for the Legal Ethics Scholars’ Roundtable, which she founded to give legal ethics scholars opportunities to discuss their research with other legal ethics experts. Professor Fortney, along with Legal Ethics Fellows John Konz and Caroline Gange, presented a program for the Theodore Roosevelt Inn of Court Chapter titled, Ethics of Diversity: the Intersection of Competence and Professionalism, which was held on November 20.

**Leon Friedman** presented on attorney’s fees litigation as part of a PLI Program on Civil Rights Litigation held on October 23. He also presented on the Supreme Court's decisions affecting state and local government during the Court’s 2013 Term as part of a program hosted at Touro Law School.

**Linda Galler** was the featured panelist at the 25th Annual Philadelphia Tax Conference, which was co-sponsored by the American Bar Association Section of Taxation and the Philadelphia Tax Conference, a nonprofit organization established to foster education and to heighten awareness of fair and
appropriate tax policy. Professor Galler presented on ethical issues in the modern global tax practice on November 5.

**Jennifer Gundlach** presented Putting Legal Doctrine into Practice Context: Improving Learning Outcomes at Educating Tomorrow’s Lawyers Conference at the University of Denver School of Law in September.

**Katrina Kuh** participated in an Academic Roundtable with Minister Pulgar-Vidal of Peru at New York University School of Law on September 24. Professor Kuh was also an invited participant at the first Future Environmental Law Professors Workshop at Pace Law School on September 26.

**Theo Liebmann** testified before the New York State Assembly at a hearing on the issue of New York State’s role in addressing the influx of migrant youth from Central American countries on September 16.

**Irina Manta** presented Unpacking Statutory Sanctions in Copyright Infringement at the Chicago-Kent/USPTO Roundtable on Empirical Studies of Intellectual Property at the Chicago-Kent College of Law on September 19. Professor Manta also presented Intellectual Property Infringement as Vandalism at the Intangibility in IP Junior Scholars Workshop that she organized and which was held at the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law on October 3. She was also an invited facilitator for a session on trademark dilution at the inaugural Empirical IP Research Conference held at New York University School of Law on October 24-25. Professor Manta, as an invited speaker, also presented Why IP is Like Property and Property is Not What You Think at an event hosted by the Federalist Society at Brigham Young University J. Reuben Clark Law School. She discussed the definition of intellectual property and the impact that definition has on legal theory on November 14. She also presented Intellectual Property Infringement as Vandalism at the Law and Entrepreneurship Colloquium hosted at Brigham Young University J. Reuben Clark Law School, on November 14. Professor Manta presented Intellectual Property Infringement as Vandalism at the Rocky Mountain Junior Scholars Forum held at the University of Utah S.J. Quinney College of Law in November.

**Alan Resnick** presented his paper Recent Cases on Credit Bidding Signal Potential Risks to Loan-to-Own Investors at the 40th Annual Lawrence P. King and Charles Seligson Workshop on Bankruptcy & Business Reorganization, which was co-sponsored by the American Bankruptcy Institute and was held at New York University School of Law on September 17.

**James Sample** presented his paper Prioritizing the People: ProVoter Election Laws at a panel addressing the topic Voters and Redistricting at the 2014 University of Chicago Legal Forum Symposium, which took place on November 7. Professor Sample also presented at a symposium titled, Courts, Campaigns, and Corruption: Judicial Recusal Five Years After *Caperton*, which was co-sponsored by the New York University *Journal of Legislation and Public Policy*, the Brennan Center for Justice, and the American Bar
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HONORS, APPOINTMENTS AND OTHER ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Robin Charlow was reappointed to serve a 3 year term on the Legislative Action Committee of the North Shore Board of Education.

Herbie DiFonzo’s book, Intimate Associations, was reviewed by family law scholars, Naomi R. Cahan and June Carbone in 48 Family Law Quarterly 211 (2014) in September.

Susan Fortney has been selected the Hofstra University Delegate for the Summer Research Institute at Harris Manchester College, University of Oxford 2015 Program. During her residence at Manchester College, Professor Fortney will meet researchers from around the world, while working on an empirical project related to compliance officers in law firms and outcomes-based regulation of law firms.

Monroe Friedman’s article, The Unconstitutionality of Electing State Judges, 26 GEORGETOWN JOURNAL OF
LEGAL ETHICS 217 (2013), has been reprinted in 20 VERDICT No. 4, October 2014.

**Mitchell Gans** is currently serving on the New York State Bar Association Committee that is preparing a report for the Treasury Department on passive loss rules under section 469 of the Code.

**Scott Glick’s** article, Consequence, Weapons of Mass Destruction, and the Fourth Amendment’s ‘No-Win’ Scenario, was mentioned on Lawfare Blog, one of the top websites for national security lawyers, as “worth a read" in September.


**Jennifer Gundlach** received a Computer-Assisted Legal Instruction (CALI) grant for 2015-16 to support the development of her capstone course titled, Using Technology to Improve the Delivery of Legal Services. She was also appointed by Chief Judge Jonathan Lippman to the Task Force for the Pro Bono Scholars Program and named Co-Chair of Subcommittee on Clinical Education Placements.

**Irina Manta’s** co-authored paper Intellectual Property Infringement as Vandalism was one of four winners of the “IP and Free Enterprise” national competition. Her co-authored paper Judging Similarity was highlighted in a post by Rebecca Tushnet of Georgetown on September 9, at Jotwell.

**PRO BONO SERVICE**

**Ronald Colombo** joined 25 other business and law school faculty on an amicus brief in the Supreme Court case Omnicare, Inc. v. Laborers District Council Construction Industry Pension Fund (No. 13-435).

**Eric Freedman** filed an expert report concerning the conduct of a lawyer facing professional discipline arising out of his representation of an inmate sentenced to execution.